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'ABSTRACT '

Many research studies which deal with the teaching of
economics at the college level conclude that different teaching,
.methods do not lead to very different results in terms of Student
achievement. This paper, suggests that cne reason student achievement
may fail to demonstrate the superiority of one teac *mg method over
another is ttat 'achievement is a function of a studen Is intellectual '

ability and time put into the course. It is suggested that less
effort and time studying .economics and additional le ure time, .

instead of improved achievement, may be the ,dominant enefit of a
different teaching method. To test this hypothesis, a'dependent
variable was designed to measure the change in a student's effort in
economics based on an economic learning model developed by McKenzie
and sfaaf. Three effort varjohles. were 'constructed and tested to
determine if effort was correlated with-grade expectation, student
attitude, sex, 'age, hours worked, day or night 'classes, or having had
or not had a high school course in economics. Results indicated that'
non-working students and those students whe expect and4or receive
high grades exhibit more effort. rt is suggested that2the effort
variable' be taken into consideration in evaluatidgIteaching ielthods.
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In recent years the number of studies dealinglwitAithe teach- .

lag of economics at the college or adult level has increased from

about 240 in 1969 to over 700 by the spring of 1976 (2). A large

,ft

percentage of these studies have discussed either genefal course

evaluations or thecontrolled evaluation of various teaching methods
.

such as,computer-assisted tnstructipn, personalized methods f in-

struction, the use of audio-visual materials; etc., (,2,56,7,

14,15). =Many of these studies have focused on trying to examine

the actors affecting student achievement in a course under different,

teaching methods. Most economic education researchers have used /

.the Test of Understanding in College Economics (TUCE) td measure

student achievement in economics. In, addition to the absolute achieve-

ment score on the TUCE, other dependent variables include such teasures .

as absolute improvement, percentage improvement and gap-closing

models ,(3,9).' 'Many studies have concluded that different approaches

'to teaching ,do not lead Co very d-Oferent results in terms .of the

above measures of achievetent (1,2,7,15).

.

However, there are several-reaons that the "traditionl" use 14,,

of one of the four measures may fail-to rovide evidence of one

particular teaching method being superior to anotherapproadh.. In

a recent artiste, Van Metre (16) poirits out that many studies fail

P
to consider, much less try to measure, the different types of

learning that take place in a course. 'Van Metre suggests that

4
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most studies have notattempted to match the method of instruction
. .

with particular types of learning, with course objectives, or with

the various testing devices or measure's.. The discussion presented .

by Van Metre suggests -that the four TUCE scores may not match with

the course objectives: Therefore, the TUCE scores,may not be ap-

' Rropriate selections as dependent,variables in the regression

analysis.

A second reasonthe use of one of the four TUCE measures may

, fail to demonstrate the superiority of one method over another is

the fact that student achievement is a function of a student's in-

tellectual ability and the amount of time the student puts into the

course. Several different researchers have suggested that changes

achieyement may not be the sole or even the dopinant benefit of
I\

a different teaching approach (1,7'41,12,13.) If we view the

,student as a decision-maker with various goals enkeringinto his/

her utility funCtion the results of earlier studies are placed into

a different context. Consider airepresentptive student at. point M

an Indifference Curvft 1 in Figure 1. For a given teaching technique

A,'the studentcan gain some maximum amount of achievement as given.

by the horizontal intercept of the budget lime..41 "improVed"

teaching technique B can im licitly be viewed as'a $ivotpf the
4

(time) budget constraint as Shown by the dotted line. Given this

improved teaching technique the student can utilze it to capture

tore'leisure time, more achievement in economicp or a'combination of

A
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the two, resulting' in a move from M to M'. Decl.sion making theory

suggests that using levels of achievement as the dependent variablp

may miss the majpr tenefit's of a particular teaching method, namely

less effort and time spent Studying economis.and additional lei ure
1

time (assIlling'he student is willing to keep approximately t e same

41.evel.of achievement). jhe,,usual empiricaLresearbh appro implzit1;"
4

assumes that M' is horizontal to M: the silident captur: all the.

benefits from improved teaching method B in terms of igher achieve-

ment. Itmay.be, given the student's preference f ction, thatthe
,

gain is taken-in more leisure:- a more vertical ovement*to

new M'.

In fact, one might argue that if one really.believesB.is a

superior, teaching method one that enables /the stuctent tc gain more

achievement per unit of leisure time foregone) and if the researcher

cannot demonstrate that the &tudents arc/ doing better in terms of

achievement, then 'one might infer that the at,,Udent must be taking

the gains in terms of increlsed leisUretime and holding their,

level of achievement constant. The issue thin becomes one of fibding

an alternative to use as the dependent variable'which will measure

the chap in the .student's effort in economics. One such variable
.

-

Mnild.be time spent on the course. However, this variable is com-
'

1 k

plicated by the fact that students with different learning abilities
. -

hay attain different levels of aChieVement even though they spend the

same amount of time on the course.

5
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McKenzie and Staaf (111 have, developed a model which is de--

rived from the work-leisure model of wage- theory. Thework-leisure

model of wage theory assumes that a person's total income iis'com-

.

posed of two partes. The first part is unearned income or wealth

which is "given".' The second part is earned income which is a funt-
.

tion of wage rate and-tpme effort. Uneirned'income and earned in-
%

come combine to give the total income figure. Consider two individuals

X and Y, both who earn $50.per hour. _ X starts out with $1,000

wealth. Y starts with $100 wealth.' For both to Achieve a w ealth

level of $2;000, Y is,going to have to work more hours than X srnce

Y has to earn $1,900 whereas X only has to earn $1,000. Thus; when

both'reach $'2,000 of wealth we can say that Y has exhibited more ,

-time effort in the pursdit of that level of wealth than X did.

The Learning Model
r

McKenzie and Staaf used this waged fund model, to develop ah

economic learning model. Achievement in economics is 11"iewed as

,
"wealth ". The student's score on a TUtE pre-test represents the

Stock of knowledge.of economics at the beginning of the course (N,113.

(

-
Thaestock. oTieconomic achieyement is probably a function,of.pafentaL

//

background,: newspaper availability in the homes the level of social , .

it , -

science instruction In high school,-etc. . The studentts score ohs'

TOCE'post-test represdnt; total "wealth" at the end of the course .

0.

'6 ,

4
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At the end of the course both students hie improved' to a stock of

:

r

Which is'composedl/f the stock of knowledge at thebeginniag Of the

-6-

cotifse plus the addition to the stock of knowledge durirN the course.

1
. Th4student's I.Q. or SAT score represents the- student's ability to

transkate time into increased 1:nowledge (7,8..10,14,15). One would

those stuten: with a. high SAT score to learn pCC .15.

unit .Ji study in any type of intellectual endeavor.- Consider

students: A and B. Both start their economics course with the same

stock df economic.knowledge as measured'bx a TUCE pre-test score.
....

4

knowledge o.20. It A has a combined SAT.soreaf 600 and B has a olik
4-

combiried AT score of '1000 it is argued by Staaf and McKenzie that

IF 4

A has put greater effort into the -course than B since A has a lower

learning rate than B. To summarize, an individual esters an ollomics

c

course with some wealth of knowledge of economics (pre-TUCE score),

generally-leaves the Course with some greaten knowledge of economics

(post-XUCE'score). Brighter students need apply less effort to achieve

the same gain in wealth' as do less bright students.

Thus,
.

the following utility and learning functions place the

model into a decision-makingframewOrk. Equation ay is a student

utility function which.

(1) U = f

(2) A.= I + E (R)

T = E + L

1, .4$
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(4) M
=1

U (A,L) + (T-E-L)

(5) = R

,I L

(6) E = A-I

R-

where'

U = Utility

A = Achievement (post-TUCE)

L = Leisure

= Initial level,of knowledge (pre7TUCE)

E = Effort

R = Learning rate (SAT score)

T = Time constraint

M = Constrained maximization function

is a function of achievement in econom es and leisure, i,.e., all

time not spent on the subject-ofistudy. Equation (2) says that

final achievement is equal tp initial achievement plA effort times

the learning rate: Equation (3) . is the time constraint. Equation

(4) Is the constrained utAlity
maximization prOblem us the "La-

grange" multiplier analy..
Equatton-,(5)giveg the first order ton-

dition for utility/maxpizatl The first order condition states

that the individual's indifferenc curve (his/her willingness to trade

achievement in economics for ,leisure) Will b'e tangent to the learning

'

,cdrve at th

9

point 9f utility maximization. Equation (6) defines

t(
f

. "scholai c" effort, in the course to be the gain in knowledge of
x'

at-
a
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economics divided by intellectual' ability where ability is,measuxed

I '
,

by the SAT or some, equivalent measure. It ,is imvortaot to note hat 1
.

this scholastic effort is ;lot the same as time spent. studying economics.

Accordin2

4

to the model outlined hete scholastic effort is

'.
A

*7,

empirically revealed by the termt on the right hand side of Equation,
. ,.

/

. (6). ' This is,analogous to the time'effort of
.

the wage thedry model
. F

timewhich states that tll)e effort is the change in wealth divided by the

, . .
.

wage rate. This is seen in Figure 2,,eich is a graphical representa- .

me-

-tion o'f,t1.2 above modelpilt is this last term from Equation (6) which

is the rel. tfong 'p d sidered -in tlite paper.
t ,

An Empirical .Test Qf the Model

The main question addressed by an empirical test of a new model

is whether one can construction effort variable such as the one dis-

cussed by Staaf and McKenzie. If so, then a second question le the

extent to which that% dependent variable correlates with some hypo-

thesis about its relationshi.p to other variables. An important

part-of this second category is whether different subgroup of

students (male female) exhibit different levels of effort. The

issue is related-tolthe follwing type of statement: "It is a real

pleasure to teach older students since they are better motivated

and put more effort into this course than students just out of high,

schoil." Thus, the purpose of the empirical results reported here

are narrowly defined to (a) construct such.anoeffort variable and .(b)

to examine its relationship to selected student characteristics.

/
I
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All students at Virginia coimpnwealth W4vergity who were takipg

t

the basic' conomics course in the Fall'Term (1975) were asked to fill
,

out a questionnaire'which asked the students for their age, sex,

year in school, hours of:Outside work, etc.' in addition',/the students
'-

.were given an attitude towards economics test (4)t and a pre-TUCE
,, 11'

. in the first week of the course. At the end'of the semester, 'the same

att ode toward economics test and a post -'DUCE were administered. ?

Fin lly% the students' SATscores and final grade in economics were

obtained. The combined SAT scores may be regarded as 44 measurg of

the student's ability totranslate time into knowledge. However,

. it may be argued _that the analytical nature oketonolics may be

more strgrigly related to mathematical ability and that only SAT
)

. , 4

mealsompir
41' 'math score shbuld be used (8). order to consider this possibility,

s't
three different ef fort. varialries

,of the effort variables used the

Vfort variable uded'the verbal

were constructed and dttidiect: One

matheMatics 'SAT Store, another

SAT score, and the third ustd the

combined.SAT score as a prox5r fo the learning or aptitude or'rats0
t

'These three effort `variables were tested in two different ways.

The first way was'to use regression analysis determine the statis-
/

tically)significant factor. The three effort variables were regressed
sk.

. ,

on foUi course related factors: the student's expected grade upon,

entering the course, the actual final grade, pre-attitude fcorb
) .

./nd post9ttitude score. The rationale for picking these course

relatei factors was to ascertain if effort was correlated with either

"10

ti
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of the two grade yariableA or With either'oi the two atbtude variables.,

In addition to these course plated factors,.several demographic

variables were included in the set of independent variables. Thee.
.''

deMOgraphic variables include sex,'4re,hOurs worked, year in school,

day or night cl,ass and having had or not had an economics course in

high school. The rationale for, picking the demographic factors was

)
.

to try'and determine if students with ,different demographic charac-
.

teristi:cs exhibited-different levels of effort as defined by the
-...0 1

t
learning thebry model. ,Using-a,stepwise procedure with,the those .-

.- .

significant variables entering the equation ,first, theln1y stat'istiCa4y'

4! ,

significant variables found Talle (1) the hours worked and (2) the

, .

expected grade upon entering the course. The or hours the student'

was employed the smallerwas +the efforr,that wavdemonstrated in the
. .

4
"...1

'

basic economics course: This reSult' is to be expected since-having.

a job places other obligations uton theAstudqnt. The coefficient
tf r.*

on the expected grade variable was positive indicating that the

.

higher the expected grade in the course at thr beginning of the

semester,'ehe greater would be the level of effort demonstrated in
4

1."

the course. The remaining variables were not found to be statistically

. --'

significant. *0

"

,

A second aprach was Ca dfvide the total data set into more

distinctive groups in order to determine if there
A
was a statistically

significant

subgrouf,s

groups in a

di4rencein the effort scores generated by different'

Thisprocedurie enables thp researcher to examigsub:

more specialized manner. Again, the subgroupings were

1 s

4
,

1

b

1
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classified as Zither course relpted'Qr- demographic.

, , 1 A ,1; 9 .

- ThgCourse rela,tddlactere.that3T.:Tre subdivided were ex=

-.11=
art

(1)

, . ,
pected grade upen ente,tin cpurqe.:-(2) final grad'e; (3) pre,-

1, -",-$. 4;r 4

attitude score,..aLut .(4). post hods store-. With respect to. grades

it is4 thus pogsible to e)camtle the level of effort exhibited by those.

(

.

students receiving an "A" in ,the course :his CattPaSe.d. .tb thosi receiving

4 -
. . . - .

a lower, grade . .This provides a somewhat .difterent p'erspertiv'e.than

. . .,-
iregression 'analysis where effort is regressed on all 'grades. In

4.
'

a similar fgshion the,resedfcheican divide the dafd into those
.

receiving a "B
.
or betteTC.orbetlr, etc. ft-was hypothesized

- ,

, \
, . . .

that higher grades, both expected 414d ctUkl, as Welloas higher.
,

,..7''"'' .; , .
attitude scores, bottErdp.rand pot `, would exhibit-higher levels of.'

effort in !Ile courpe. WithAspect- to bath grade variables this

,

.
. (

....

4 ..

hypothesis was substantiated only for those students whO did very t
* well in the course for the verbal effort and math effbrf variables'

but not for the cumulative effot varable. Thpse stddentg who

received' a final grade of "W' e xhibits riore ,effort than the rest
a

of the students'. Howeikr, the groupin of "A ", and "B" stiOtnts did

, not exhibit a highef level of effor't th those who scored ower

grades.: No4' did the opposite low grade (E 'ekbfbit a stati tically

significant lower 'level of effort.- A similar result is obtaingd

fo'r 'the expdcted grade variable: Those 09 expected ,an "A" exhibited

more effort than those who erected "lower grade.

4

16.

The division of the'.da s'ex into di f te rent . sub gr o up s by .];bo
%

oth

.'1, -

. . .

/ / .

12
8-

.

Cr
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effort. Tht significance of the work factor is

.41 The age factor was more injeresting. Ifa larger percentage of
fit

16,
- .

a
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,

preattitucte and post-'-attitude, scores cefas al o. done. the data set

/^.

scores were diyiiierd into two groups picked from the tails of the dis-
,

trihutiOn to Observe...if those who had very negat,tve,(D very positive

attitudes) toward economics exhibited a diffeientlevei of effort

thali the rest of the data set. The results seem to,indicate that:
. : IF . . . %

kneTther of the extremei;Adivision (positive or neget hibited

I'

a statistically, Significant different level of tffor

dents in.the remaining part,of the, data set.
. . '

' =..
With regard to'the demographic subgroups.,"the classifications

.
,

.. .1
that were significant were age and the student's number of hours,

: .

-.
r .. . ,

. .

,

the student was employed. The age factor'suggestet that younger:1k

students .exhibited a higher leVel of effort.' The work variable.
. . .

I'

e

indicated that those who did not-work-Nchibited higher Xeveof

ot, surprising;

e' .4 '

1alder student's,worked,then these'two p tterns would .complemeAt

.-2
each other, However, this is'not the case'at VCC. VCUrrbasically, a". .
a commuter school., Most VCU students. come frqm w and middle

come families. Cons4uently,manY VCU Students have part-time or'

-

,. .
1,--,.....

.

full time jobs.
,st

OF
AP I

. ,, The two statistical methods, the regression analysis and etIQ
.. »op,

.

.

,difference between meansi both seem to indicate that non-working -
e,

.

students ekhdblit higher-levels' of effort;and that t'hose students
.''

- .
.,

.
.

...., \ , ,

6 who expectand/or receive high grades exhibit mare scholastil effort

4.
in economics as defined by the learning theory model (11). Howevei, .-

, .

13 4
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neither the preattitude. no the postratt.ltude"measu'res offered sup-

.port to the hypothesis,that'thOse students with favorable attitudes

. ' 0* of '4'
e- -;

toward econbmiCs,vould exhibit more effort in economics than those
. ar,

.
-

sturent4 witk les's favorabIeettitudes.
. . .

...,

.
.....

gducational,Signiffbande

Tbis study indicates an iMportantredir)ection that evaluations

of differentteachint techniques or-studies of studenrevaluations

of'teachers may want to consider. The results indicate that the

-effort variable as defined in the learning theory model of Staaf

and McKenzie (11) can be constructed and empiricilty tested. Although

this study is only a pioneering effort 411 developing and testing a

results are important.: (1)' employed students reveal less effort
,

than non-working students or than students who Work fewer hours,
.

(2) demographic factors such as the year in school or the sex of the

student do not suggest any difference in effort revealed.

The principle finding of this study ivothe direction it suggests

for future research. The implications would appear, to be strangest

4.4

..-for studies dealing with different teaching techniques. The in-

:tf
.0,

4#0*Orporation of decision-making theory'intO the evaluation procesibr.

and.ita implications for the, student's tradeoff between achievement

and Vaisure are quite important. The real advantage of.systems such

as TIPS, personalized instruction, or teaching through the use of
'

A-V materials may not be higher achievement, in the course under con-
;

sideration. The real advantage of a teaching method may be that

,

14

At
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less-time effort needs.to be spent on a particular subjectto achieve

,a given course grade.

7

oi
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Table 1

;IP

Regression Analysis of e Relationship
between Effort and Selectea-Variables

1. Verbal Effort
.014 ,

= .00056 -.. . 0019 Hours.Worked + .00388 Expected,G ade'
(3.152) (2.'504) TR' =,

4!
F = 8.3a

2. Math Effortf) = - .00175 -- ,p9o11-' Hours Worked + '.00387 Expected G ade

i ( i.:114) . .
(2.816) 6 R = .1 2

r
..,

, .
14 F = '

.

9.58

3. Cumulative Effort ,/ -- '.00056 - .00009 Hours Woi-ked -I:' .00191 Expected Gpde
4

(3.192) 4
.

. (2.675) 9. ' R- = .1.8

F = 9.3 3

4

"t" values in parenthesis

e

yr

'1

1.6
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Table 2

Differences in Means-of Effort for

Selectqd Subsets of S'tudents

- :Mdth Effort Verbal Effort .Cumulative Effort
Male . .0090 .0107 .0050
Female .0099,

(.581,

.0105 .0060.
(-.65)

Age1.20 or more .0073 .0078 .0054 4

Under 20 .0106 .0121 .0056
(-2.17) ; (-2:48) , (-.08)

Day Class ,000410 .0105 .0057
Night Class . .0089 40 .0101 .0047:

(.25) w (.17) (78)
-

. .

Working Iftident- .0075 .0083 .0039'
Non-working .0116 .0132 .0076

(72.41) (-2.62) (-2.27)
...

Expected Crade = AAp ,0121 .0135 .0084
Expected Gracie LA A!, .0081 .0092 ... .0043

(2.3) ',(2.17) (1.84)

Final GracTe = A .0132 .0147, .0105
Final GradeLA .0085 .0096 .0045

(2.24). (2,13)
,

.

(1.66)

%

Preattitude Score7High-.0095 .0106,

.

.0095

Preattitude Score Others. -0088 .0097 .0046 '
(.311 (.38) (1.08)''

p

r



IF

I

Post-attitudeScore-high .0108 .0122: .0056
Post-attitudeScore-4thers.0085 .0095 .0045

(1.33) (13.2) (1.31)

"t" values in parenthesis

4 r .

.

a

cI

4

tr

4
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